BE HEALT HY, BE HAPPY, B E F IT

4934 MAIN STREET
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Return Service Requested

• Got Me Feeling Emojis
• There Something About
MELT-in’ Mary
• Monthly Pain-Free
Workshops
• Do I Have Degenerative
Disc Disease?
• My PT Story
• Welcome to Our Latest
Student

Attend Our Ribbon Cutting August 10Th – 4934 Main St.
Please attend our ribbon cutting
on August 10th at 5pm at our new
location in Downers Grove. You are
the key to the success of this small,
locally owned business. So we want
you to help us celebrate! We’re
still over the moon about our new
place. It looks so nice. As a small
business, being able to branch out is
vitally important to us. Thank you for
choosing us for PT and Pilates. We’ll
be here to help you achieve your
wellness goals for years to come.

(630) 964-4008
info@befitpt.com
www.befitpt.com
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VISIT US AT OUR
NEW LOCATION
4934 Main St., Downers Grove, IL 60515
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SAME COMMITMENT TO YOUR WELLNESS

Instructor Explains How MELT Helps Her

Psychology of Emojis
Do you find yourself smiling when others
smile? Maybe not, but you probably do
notice yourself feeling better.

Many bodyworkers or manual therapists go into their line of work
because of injuries they’ve sustained. Mary French, one of our
Pilates instructors and a MELT Method instructor, is no different. As
a gym teacher, she stands on her feet all day. She started to have
foot and calf pain about five years ago.

The same thing probably happens when
someone texts you a smiley emoji or any
emoji. These popular icons, which Apple
originated and intended for iPhone users in
Japan, are colorful shorthand for common
expressions in text messages and in social
media. They bring such delight that a
worldwide Emoji Day was started three
years ago in July.

“The pain is worse because I never get to sit down,” she says.
Mary was spending on average $250 per year for orthotics, but
her search for relief led her to find The MELT Method. The doit-your-self repository of constantly updated treatments used to
relieve pain has been so key to her wellbeing that she became and
instructor.
Mary has become a MELT evangelist and, now, an instructor since
teachers are few in Illinois. When she first encountered the method,
there were no instructors in Illinois. Even now, five years later, there
are only: 12 instructors; four with as much as or more certification
than Mary; and just three in DuPage County.
Mary is careful to say that MELT “won’t cure pain, but it reduces
the level from say, level 10 to level 3.” MELT-ers find relief from
repetitive motions. This relief allows for more effective traditional
therapies and exercise. Mary melts before massage. “I find that
when I do melt it causes a better massage. Like a dish rag that’s
we when it’s more pliable, so it is with melting before massage.”
The MELT Method targets “stuck stress” by providing allowing
essential fluid to gain access to fascia, or connective tissue.
Stuck stress causing pain has several sources. It can come from a
physical cause as a sudden or repetitive use injury. The second is
emotional. When we go through emotional trauma, Mary says our
body feels under attack and holds on to fluid, on a cellular level,
and this results in pain.

While stuck stress presents itself differently in each person, there
is some overlap of experience with people who work in the same
profession. For this reason there are also techniques called “maps”
that are specific to occupations as well as pain hot spots such as
the shoulder, neck, and knee.
Student’s learn MELT in an orderly, compartmentalized fashion
using foam balls and rollers. Beginners in Mary’s monthly
workshops use the foam balls. Mary starts out by helping each
person find out where “stuck stress is living” in his or her body.
And just because the neck hurts doesn’t mean that the neck gets
treated directly. Neck pain may be “the victim,” Mary says, “but
the culprit may be somewhere else. So the idea is to go indirect,”
where stuck stress really is, and then go direct.
She is always looking for more students. Check out the workshops
dates below if you’d like to learn MELT.

MONTHLY WORKSHOP

Looking for a Friendly Group
of People to Exercise With?

Join Our Walking Group!
It’s open to everyone!
Call 630-964-4008 or email info@befitpt.com to join.

Be Fit Referral Appreciation Program
Click for A Card – New to our Referral Appreciation
Program! Are you on Facebook. If not, log into Facebook and
search for Be Fit Physical Therapy & Pilates. Then, like our
page and share, like or comment on a post, and we’ll give
you a gift card. (Posts about Be Fit services don’t qualify.)

Sat. Sat. Sept. 9 , 2017 Free Back Pain and Sciatica Workshop 9 am 9 am – 10 am (Free)
Sat. Sat. Sept. 9, 2017 Free Balance, Dizziness and Falls Prevention Workshop 10 am – 11 am 11 am (Free)
Sat. Sept 30, 2017 The MELT Method 90 – 10 Minute Intro Workshop – 11:30 am Cost: Cost: $30

WE HAVE A CORRECT ANSWER! Three people
responded to the call to educate us on the history of 4934
Main St., our new location: Sheila S., Bobby S., and Dolores
M. They said 980 Salon (formerly Beauty on The Main) was
here before us, from the mid-80s until last year. That was
probably the first business that popped into everyone’s mind.

My PT Story: Gina
I sustained a double injury of a separated right
shoulder and torn left hamstring. It was a trial to get
out of bed, use my arm and walk without dragging my
leg initially. I am now back to my everyday activities
and starting back at recreational activities after a lot
of work. I am very pleased with the program I received
and found it to be tailored to my particular issues and
not “cookie cutter”. Ashley showed a genuine interest
and went the extra mile helping me rehab. I am greatly
appreciative!

Emojis may even be more effective than
real-life smiling at triggering our involuntary
happiness-response. The reason for this
may be the synergy between our eyes
and the stored emotions triggered by our
senses. Also, it takes anywhere from 18 to
50 milliseconds for our brains to process
visual cues. So, send somebody an emoji
message to brighten their day. It only takes
a minute delight someone in an instant.
Below are three pieces of advice we give
to our new patients. Translate these emoji
messages, and we’ll give you a gift card.
(Hint: The advice is sent via email.)

